PUBLICATIONS IN LAST 3 YEARS

DEPARTMENT OF ANATOMY

Dr. Kuldip Singh Sood (Prof. & Head)


Dr. Gurbachan Singh (Professor)


Dr. Neelamjit Kaur (Associate Prof.)


Dr. Prabhjot Kaur (Associate Prof.)


Dr. Seema Khajuria (Assistant Prof.)


Dr. Rakesh Kumar Agarwal (Assistant Prof.)


Dr. Harsh (Assist. Prof.)

Mr. Hemant Saini (Demonstrator)

Mr. Sidharth Sankar Maharana (Demonstrator)

DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY

Dr. Kamaljit Singh (Prof. & Head):


Dr. Kiranjeet Kaur (Professor)
No. of Publications (National/International): Total = more than 250 publications

Dr. Harpreet Kaur Walia (Asstt. Prof.)

Dr. Amandeep Singh (Asstt. Prof.)

Dr. Jai Prakash Bhartiya (Asstt. Prof.)

Mr. Narendra Kumar Sah (Demonstrator)

Mr. Anit Lamichanne (Demonstrator)

**Mr. Vijay Chauhary (Demonstrator)**
1. Oxidative/nitrosative stress and the lungs: Breathing at its best. NK Sah, A Lamichhane, **V Chaudhary**, R Pandey, SK Aggarwal. iConcept Medical Diagnosis & Treatment. 2014; 2(1): 1-31

**DEPARTMENT OF PHYSIOLOGY**

**Dr Lily Walia (Professor & Head):**

**Dr Simran Grewal (Professor)**


Dr. Anand Sharma (Professor)


5. Dr. Sharanjit Kaur, Dr. Anand Sharma, Dr. Harinder Jot Singh. Polio eradication in India: Need to switch over to IPV from OPV. JMSCR.2014;2(5):1092-1098.

Dr. Harinder Jot Singh (Associate Professor)


3. Dr. Sharanjit Kaur, Dr. Anand Sharma, Dr. Harinder Jot Singh. Polio eradication in India: Need to switch over to IPV from OPV. ISSN (e)-2347-176x. JMCSR Volume2, Issue 5, pages1092-1098, May 2014.

Dr. Jasdeep Singh Sandhu (Assistant Professor)


Dr. Vishavdeep Kaur (Assistant Professor)


Dr. Jaswinder Kaur (Assistant Professor)


Dr. Randeep Mann (Assistant Professor)

1. Dr. Dogra C Archana, Dr. Mann Randeep, Dr. Sarkar Malay, Dr. Padam Anita. Cognitive decline in patoemts of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Indian Journal of Basic and Applied Medical Research : June 2014, Issue-3P, 142-151


DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY

Dr. Jasbir Singh (Professor)

Dr. Manjit S. Bal (Professor)


13. Correlation Of The Various Clinical Findings And Chief Complains With Histopathological Pattern Of Endometrium Biopsies: A Study Of 300 Cases:Vijay Kumar Bodal, Navneet Kaur, Taposhi Das, Manjit Singh Bal, Anil Kumar, Suri Sonima, Sarbhjit Kaur, Balwinder Kaur


Dr. Anuj Sharma (Associate Professor)

2. “Percutaneous route as a risk factor for seropositivity of Hepatitis C virus infection.” Journal of Evolution of Medical and Dental Sciences 2015 - Anuj Sharma, Sharanjit Kaur, Neeraj Sharma ; Vol. 4, Issue 05, January 15


Dr. Simridhi Bindroo (Assistant Professor)


DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACOLOGY

Dr. Navpreet Kaur (Professor & HOD)


Dr. Mukhtiar Singh (Assoc. Professor)


Dr. Sharanjit Kaur (Assoc. Professor)


9. Rai S, Kaur S, Hamid A. Changes In Serum Calcium And Serum Glucose Levels In Asphyxiated SGA. Journal of Evolution of Medical and Dental Sciences 2015; 4(77):13411-13416 (September 24)


Dr. Ashish Puri (Asstt. Professor)

Dr. Sami Manzoor (Asstt. Professor)
2. Dr.RB Jain, Dr. Anand Sharma, Dr. Sami margay, Dr. Sumit, Dr. Bharti. Prevalence and correlates of tobacco use a cross sectional study from rural Haryana India. Indian journal of Health and well being. Accepted on 7th march 2015.

DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY

Dr. Amisha Sharma (Associate Professor)

Dr. Seema Solanki (Assistant Professor)


Dr. Priyam Chawla/ Assistant Professor


Mr. Sameer S. Faujdar (Demonstrator)


Miss. Priya Mehrishi (Demonstrator)

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY MEDICINE

Dr. Safoora Bilquees (Professor)
1. Prevalence of chronic bronchitis in selected districts of kashmir valley journal of advance research in medicine vol. 1, issue 1, 2014

Dr Rajesh Garg (Assoc. Prof.)

Dr. Mukhmohit Singh (Assist. Prof.)

Dr Shveta Saini (Assist. Prof.)

Dr Sumit Chawla (Assist. Prof.)

DEPARTMENT OF FORENSIC MEDICINE:

Dr. Anil Kumar Malik (Assist. Prof.)

DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE

Dr. H.S.Sandhu, Professor & Head

Dr J.S. Bahia, Professor

Kiran Kumar Singal, Professor
5. Cholecystocolic Fistula: A Diagnostic Dilemma. Sharma NS, Sharma RG, Singh N, Singal K4, Chowdhary K. Bangladesh Journal of Medical Sciences, Vol 12 No. 03 July 14

DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS & GYNAECOLOGY

Dr. MONIKA GUPTA, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR


5. Money Gupta, Sukhminder Jit Singh Bajwa, Monika Gupta, Diagnostic dilemmas in management of neonatal hydrometrocolpos: A crucial role of magnetic resonance imaging.


DR.(MRS)MONIKA JINDAL, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
1. Dr. Monika Jindal, Dr. Kamla Kanwrani, Dr. Bhavna, Dr. Satwant Kaur, Dr. Vivek Galani: Can we predict fetomaternal outcome with the help of risk scoring system in Annals of health and health sciences 2014;1(1):29-33


3. Dr. Sakshi Sharma, Dr. Sanjeev Sharma, Dr. Krishna Sangwan, Dr. Monika Jindal, Dr. Poonam Pandotra, Dr. Bhavna: To Study the etiological factors responsible for infertility? in Annals of health and health sciences 2014;1(2):117-122

4. Dr. Bhavna, Dr. K.B. Gupta, Dr. K. Pathania, Dr. Monika Jindal, Dr. Rashmi Vohra, Dr. Mushtaq Ahmed: Risk factors for ectopic pregnancy: A case control study in tertiary care centre in IOSR Journal of Dental and Medical Sciences (IOSR-JDMS) Vol 13, Issue 3 Ver. iv. (Mar. 2014), PP23-27

5. Dr. Monika Jindal, Dr. Satwant Kaur, Dr. Sakshi Sharma, Dr. Kumud Bala Gupta, Dr. Poonam Pandotra, Dr. Bhavna: What is better: Cryocautery or Electrocautery for cervical erosion? In International journal of Reproduction, Contraception, Obstetrics and Gynaecology 2014 Sep:3(3):xx-xx715-719

6. Dr. Monika Jindal, Dr. Rakesh Sadhu, Dr. Leena Jad, Dr. Jaswinder Kaur, Dr. Anoopa Sood: Ruptured ovarian ectopic pregnancy - An anaesthetic challenge. In Indian journal of clinical anaesthesia accepted for publication

DR NEERJA SINGAL, Associate Prof


2) Ascariasis in the Gall Bladder - A Rare Case. Singal KK, Singal N, Gupta P, Jain N, Talwar N, Cheema YS. Bangladesh Journal of Medical Sciences, Vol 12 No. 03 July 14


DEPARTMENT OF PAEDIATRICS

Dr. NEELAM GROVER (Professor)
1. Prevalence of Rota virus, Nora virus and Retrovirus in Diarrheal diseases in Himachal Pradesh in Virus Diseases, March 2016, 27(1), (77-83)


Dr. D.S. Chhajta (Professor)


Dr Rajeev Vinayak, Assoc. Prof


Dr. Rita Hajela, Assistant Professor


8. Technology Etiquettes: An essential part of computer literacy; National seminar on recent Trends in ICT and its application in distance education 2015, Abstract book, 12, 08-09


10. Disaster Preparedness in Indian Railways with a glimpse in Samjhauta Express Bomb Blast experience; Proceedings of TEQIP – II, Disasters and their management 2014, 57-72

Dr. Renu Aggarwal, Senior Resident


Dr. Santosh Bhalke (Professor)

1) Gordon Syndrome: A Case Report. Rita Hajela, Santosh Bhalke. Journal of Evolution of Medical and Dental Sciences, 2015; 4(18) 3189 -

2) Late Onset Joubert Syndrome: Case Report. Dr Rita Hajela, Dr Arshadeep Singh, Dr Santosh Bhalke, Dr Seema Rai. Scholars Journal of Medical Case Reports, 2015; 3(12):1175-1178


DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY

Dr. Moushumi (Prof)


2. Response to Lithium Prophylaxis in Bipolar Disorders Sciences Letters Vol. 4 (2)| 399-402
3. Vitamin D supplementation in cases of mixed anxiety depression Clinical Communiques and Medical. A short series. Education | Vol. 2 | Issue 1 2014

4. Prevalence of depression & assessment of risk factors among school going adolescents INDIAN JOURNAL OF COMMUNITY HEALTH / 2014 VOL 26 / ISSUE NO 02


Dr. Parul Sharma (Asstt.Prof)

2. Gender Differences in Emotinal Reactivity to Daily Life Stress in Major Depressive Disorder: Thesis Paper IOSR Journal of Dental and Medical Sciences (IOSR-JDMS Vol 13,Issue 7 2014
3. Is It Anxieety, Depression, Or Bipolar Disorder? IOSR Journal of Dental and Medical Sciences (IOSR-JDMS Vol 15, Issue 1 2016
4. Patient at Doctors' Mercy or Doctor at Patients' Mercy? Sciences (IOSR-JDMS Vol 15, Issue 1 2016

DEPARTMENT OF DERMATOLOGY

Dr. Vinay Shanker, Prof. & Head


DR. RAJWINDER SINGH (ASSTT. PROF)


DR. NEENU KAUL (S.R):-
1. Histopathological study of one hundred twenty cases of cutaneous leishmaniasis in India Indian Journal of Pathology and Microbiology 2015. For consideration for publication.

DEPTT. OF SURGERY

Ashok Kumar, Prof. & Head

3. Renuka Sharma , R K Sharma, Pradeep Goyal, Ashok Sharma, Money Gupta, Suresh Kumar, Sourav, Review Of In A Tertiary Care Hospital In North India, Scholav Journal Of Applied Medical Scienes (Sjams) 2016; 4 (4d); 1392-1397.

Dr. Money Gupta, Associate Professor

Dr Shiv Kumar Sharma, Assist Prof.


5. Dr Pradeep Goyal*, 2Dr Arvind Kanwar, 3Dr Parikshit Malhotra, 4Dr Dhruv Sharma, 5Dr Shiv Kumar Sharma


Case Reports

1. Goyal P, Sharma Sk, Minhas Ss, Jhobta Rs, Sharma Vk, Minhas. Virilizing Adreno Cortical Oncocytoma In A 16 Years Old Girl: A Rare Neoplasm. Annals Of Health And Health Sciences (Vol-I, No-2, July-Dec-2014)


Dr Vishal Mandal, Assist. Prof


Dr. Avinash Rajra, SR

Rajra A, Gupta M, Et Al. Comparing The Outcome Of Patients In Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy By

Dr. Pradeep Goyal, Associate Professor


Published Case Reports

1) Goyal P, Sharma Sk, Minhas Ss, Jhobta Rs, Sharma Vk, Minhas S. Virilizing Adreno Cortical Oncocytoma In A 16 Years Old Girl: A Rare Neoplasm. Annals Of Health And Health Sciences (Vol-I, No-2, July-Dec-2014 )

2) Goyal P, Sekhon Ms, Sharma Sk, Goyal S, Malhotra P. Unusual Cause Of Adult Intussusception : A Case Report Annals Of Health And Health Sciences (Vol-I, No-2, July-Dec-2014 )

DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY

Dr. Sanjeev Sharma, Assist. Prof.


2. Sanjeev Sharma. To study the etiological factors responsible for infertility. Annals of Health & Health Science, July-Dec 2014


**Dr. Monika Sharma, Assist. Prof.**


---

**DEPARTMENT OF DENTISTRY**

**Dr. Tegbir Singh Sekhon (Prof & HOD)**


**Dr. Ena Sharma (Asstt. Prof)**

2. Ena Sharma. Treatment of multiple gingival recessions with vista technique. Journal of Indian society of periodontology. 2015 19(2)


**Dr. Sanket Platia (Asstt. Prof)**


---

**DEPARTMENT OF ORTHOPAEDICS**

**Dr. S.M. Bhatnagar, Prof. & Head**


**Dr. Amit Lakhani, Assist. Prof**


**Dr. Mehmood Ul Hassan Mufti, SR**


Dr. Raja Rameez Farooqi, SR


Dr. Reyaz Ahmad Dar, Assist. Prof
1. Reyaz Ahmad Dar. Chondromyxoid Fibroma of Calcaneum: A Rare case in Indian Population. Int J Med Res Prof. 2016; 2(2); 294-95


4. Reyaz Ahmad Dar. Outcome after early open reduction and Kirschner wire fixation of Lisfranc joint injuries. Foot and Ankle online Journal VOL 7(1);1, 2013; 22 (6): 563-570


6. Reyaz Ahmad Dar. Subtrochanteric fractures in osteopetrosis, report of two cases with conservative and operative management. Journal of Case Reports in Practice (JCRP), 2013 VOL. 1: 7-10


Dr. Saurabh Jain, SR


Dr. Karan Alawadhi, SR


DEPARTMENT OF ENT

Dr. Vipan Gupta, Prof. & Head


Dr Manpreet Singh Nanda, Assoc. Prof.

1. Manpreet Singh Nanda. Role of oral enzymes in post operative septoplasty cases. Indian Journal of Otolaryngology Head and Neck Surgery (Received: 24 September 2014 / Accepted: 28 November 2014)


DEPARTMENT OF OPHTHALMOLOGY

Dr. Ravinder Kumar Gupta, Professor


Dr. Amit Chopra (Associate Professor)


Dr. Amit Sharma (Assistant Professor)


Dr. Vishwa Jyoti Bahl (Assistant Professor)


DEPARTMENT OF ANAESTHESIA
Dr Rakesh Sadhu (Professor & Head)


Dr. A.M HASHIA (Professor)


Dr. Mandeep Kaur (A.P.)


3. Mandeep Kaur. Comparison of Septoplasty under General Anaesthesia IOSR Journal of Dental & Medical Sciences (IOSR-JDMS) e-ISSN: 2279-0853, p-ISSN: 2279-0861, VOLUME 13, Issue 11 Ver. 1


Dr. Smriti Anand (A.P.)


